To be offered in the Fall 2015 semester.

**Interior Design Certificate**

Whether you are considering a career in the Interior Design field or just want to learn how to create a magazine-worthy home, this course offers hands-on learning from field professionals.

**CTF 02**
**Interior Design: Basic Principles**

Learn the basics of interior design through color theory, lighting, window treatments, furniture styles and storage. Explore wall treatments, color and fabric coordination and using light as a layering tool while learning how to turn a concept into a beautiful and cohesive reality.

**$275**

**CTF 03**
**Interior Design: Drafting Principles**

Through an understanding of spatial enhancement, you will learn how to create floor plans, sections and elevations using drafting tools. Attain the skills to define a space through space surveying, line weights, scale and dimensions. A list of materials required will be provided.

**$190**

**CTF 04**
**Interior Design: The Industry**

Gain knowledge of the business practices of interior designers through examinations of industry standards, professional requirements, client-relationships, custom orders, contracts, generating estimates and standard fees.

**$190**